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Had a bit of a novel typed out, but lost it when I clicked on the "back button" by mistake...got lazy and didn't type
it in Word first. Anyway, an abbreviated version.
Had a great time at my first Jam...best part was definitely meeting and talking fishing with so many guys who
were just stream names before...pcray, Sal, Squatch, tonyc, Boyer, Delta, csoult, FI, Maurice, goofortune and
I'm sure I've missed many more. Also got the chance to hang out and talk about some of my local waters with
troutbert...pretty cool.
The fishing was secondary to the company, but that was pretty darn good too. Caught plenty of freestoner
Browns and Brooks, and got to pick up a few Sulphur risers on Saturday evening on Spring. I don't get to do
that kind of fishing very much, so I thoroughly enjoyed that.
Finally got the chance to fish with pcray...it took the Jam to finally get our schedules to sync up, but we ended
up with a pretty nice day of fishing. pcray got Wiss on his first native Brookie...thanks for showing us around a
few of your "grad school streams." Also took the Jam to get a bunch of us Leb/Lanc local guys in the same
place at the same time...Sal/Squatch/tonyc/Boyer we'll need to work on that in the future.
It's funny how so many of the differences on the day to day forum happenings fade away when you get a bunch
of us together. Thanks to all who put in the effort in organizing these things and running the site. Again, had an
absolute blast.
A few of my better pics are in the photos section.

